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WiSES (Window-frame Spectrometer for Electron
Scattering) has been developed for SCRIT experiments
in order to achieve the world’s first measurement of
the detailed structures of unstable nuclei using elec-
tron elastic scattering1). A detailed description of the
WiSES apparatus is reported elsewhere2). One of the
key components of WiSES is the Rear Drift Chamber
(RDC) and the readout module (RAINER). In Decem-
ber 2014, all WiSES components including RDC and
RAINERs have been installed for a wire target experi-
ment, and the performance has been measured3)4). In
this report, the setup of RDC and the WiSES readout
system for the wire target experiment is described.

RDC has a volume of 274 cm x 36 cm x 78 cm
and consists of 10 layers as UU′VV′XX′UU′VV′ made
out of 1002 sense wires (20 µm Au-W) and 3026 field
wires (80 µm Au-Al). Each drift cell has a hexagonal
shape with each side measuring 1 cm, and He + CH4

(50:50) gas is used with an operation voltage of 2.95
kV. During the performance measurement and burn-in
test for a year, 2 field wires of the U and V layers had
a high current problem and have been replaced. We
have found no hot/dead channel and experienced no
HV trip throughout the wire target experiment.
Figure 1 shows RAINER which is a general multi-

purpose readout card (15 cm x 20 cm) manufactured by
REPIC and is capable of processing ADC and TDC for
64 independent channels. TDC is counted by FPGA
with the timing resolution of ∼1 ns with an 8 µs ring
buffer. One of the advantages of using RAINER is
the reduction of analog background noises by digi-
tizing the signal at FPGA and the data is sent on

Fig. 1. RAINER card
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TCP. This is beneficial for RDC which is installed near
SCRIT SR2’s RF power source. An RF noise test has
been performed and reported elsewhere4). 16 cards
are mounted on RDC to read all 1002 channels and
the data is sent to a DAQ PC via Ethernet cables with
a Gigabit switching hub. It has two data write modes,
i.e. RAW mode and zero suppression mode to help in
speeding up the DAQ rate.

As shown in Figure 2, two plastic scintillators are
installed for triggering events and veto scintillators are
also placed to remove cosmic events and background
from the SR2 ring. TDC data for FDC are obtained
with AMT-VME and the data is sent to the same DAQ
PC as one for RAINERs. RIBFDAQ5) (Babirl and
ANAROOT) are used as the DAQ and online mon-
itoring softwares. 16 RAINER data and VME data
are taken by independent 17 processes using only one
DAQ PC including the event builder. The DAQ per-
formance test shows that there is no event loss up to
a few kHz in the zero suppression mode. This is suf-
ficient considering our trigger rate which is typically a
few hundreds Hz including backgrounds.

In summary, SCRIT WiSES and the readout system
have been developed and operated smoothly for the
wire target experiment, except for a few minor issues.
More studies and improvements of the DAQ system
are underway toward the first electron-132Sn scattering
experiment at SCRIT in 2015.

Fig. 2. Appearance of WiSES setup at SCRIT experiment.
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New fast-kicker system for Rare RI Ring
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We are developing a new fast-kicker system for Rare
RI Ring. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the new
fast-kicker system. It primarily consists of a thyratron
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the new fast-kicker system.

switch, a charger coupled with a pulse forming network
(PFN), a kicker magnet, a matching resistor, and a
control section of the discharge trigger. The thyratron
is a deuterium-filled three-gap ceramic CX1171, which
was assembled by e2v technologies. The kicker magnet
is a distributed constant type magnet with a charac-
teristic impedance of 12.5 Ω. We use a new substrate
of the thyratron grid pulser on the basis of a previ-
ous feasibility study1) to shorten the response time. In
addition, we adopt a fast-charger named the hybrid
charging system2) to reduce the recharging time.

The new substrate of the thyratron grid pulser is
mainly composed of four FET drivers, four MOS-
FETs, and four pulse transformers (PTs). Here, the
response time refers to the interval between the time
of input of the discharge trigger signal and the time of
10 % of the thyratron current output. The response
time steadies at around 250 ns when the charging volt-
age becomes 25 kV or more.

The hybrid charging system, which consists of a
main charging part and a sub-charging part, is in-
dispensable for extracting a particle from the ring
in 700 µs using the same kicker magnet. The main
charge (90 %) is achieved in about 0.1 ms using a
double forward converter composed of IGBTs and a
PT. After the main charging process is completed,
the sub-charging process is immediately started. The
sub-charge is completed within 0.1 ms using a high-
frequency (500 kHz) resonant circuit and a PT. In ad-
dition, a high-precision voltage divider, which connects
to the sub-part coupled with a comparator, can be
maintained at a constant charging voltage level within
the range of fluctuation of less than ± 1 %. Figure 2
indicates an example of the PFN charging waveform
for injection/extraction.
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Fig. 2. PFN charging waveform for injection/extraction.

We fabricated a prototype twin kicker magnet to
investigate the magnetic field by using a single-turn
long search coil. Figure 3 shows the waveform of the
magnetic field. Owing to the faster response time,
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Fig. 3. Waveform of the magnetic field at the charging volt-

age Vc = 25 kV.

the propagation time from a trigger signal input to
the power supply until the flattop center of the kicker
magnetic field is about 465 ns. On the other hand,
the shape of the flat-top part and the tail-part of the
waveform does not satisfy our requirements. The fluc-
tuation of the flat-top, which is defined as ±80 ns of
the flat-top center, should be maintained at less than
±3%, and we want to restrict it to less than 0 ± 1%
for the region after 355 ns (for 200 MeV/u) from the
flat-top center. Therefore, we are trying to reduce the
disturbance of the waveform.
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